Art. 02_56_02_001

Dining chairs.
Leatherette dining chairs with rosewood frames.

Dimension :
Designer : Sorheim Bruk
Producer : Sørheim Mill
Origin: Nesttum, Norway 1960s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent

Nº 2 pieces available
Chairs, Model 84, made in teak and natural woven cord.

Dimension: H75 x D50 x W 50 cm
Designer: Niels O. Møller
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Unknown
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 2 pieces available
Chairs

Art. 02_43_02_003

Dining chairs in teak and braided natural cord.

Dimension: 48cm x 48cm x 75cm
Designer: Olaf Tonnesen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 6 pieces available
Art. 02_00_02_004

Dining chairs in blue patina beech wood with T-shaped backrest

Dimension: 50cm x 48cm x 75cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: FPB
Origin: Denmark 1960s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some signs of fading of patina

N° 4 pieces available
Art. 02_33_02_005

Chairs, teak wood frame, mounted in the seat and back with brownish wool.

Dimension: 48cm x 45cm x H75 cm.
Designer: Kai Kristiansen
Producer: FPB
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some signs of fading of patina

№ 4 pieces available
Chairs, Model BT 21, in rosewood with knob detail. Seat and backrests upholstered with striped fabric.

Dimension: 50 x 50 x 72cmh
Designer: Vestervig Eriksen
Producer: Brothers Tromborg’s Eftf Furniture Aarhus
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 4 pieces available
Art. 02_59_02_007

Chairs, Model BT 21, in rosewood with knob detail. Seat and backrests upholstered with black sky.

Dimension: 50 x 50 x 72 cmh
Designer: Vestervig Eriksen
Producer: Brothers Tromborg's Eftf Furniture Aarhus
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some signs of wear

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_33_02_008

Chairs, teak wood frames, mounted in the seat and back with floral fabric

Dimension: 50cm x 48cm x 75cm.
Designer: Kai Kristiansen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: be re-upholstered

No 4 pieces available
Dining chairs with frames made of solid teak, seats with natural cord.

Dimension: 50cm x 48cm x 73cm H
Designer: Niels O. Møller
Producer: JL Miller’s Furniture.
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Perfect

No. 4 pieces available
Chairs

Art. 02_10_02_010

Chairs. Constructed with frames of Brazilian rosewood.

Dimension : 48 cm x 48cm x 75cm H  
Designer : Erik Buck  
Producer : Nova Furniture.  
Origin: Denmark 1960's  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: completely re-upholstered

Nº 4 pieces available
Dining chairs.
Dining chairs with frames made of solid teak, seats covered in black leatherette, different back design.

Dimension: 48cm x 45cm x 73cm H
Designer: Niels O. Møller
Producer: JL Miller's Furniture.
Origin: Denmark 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: completely re-upholstered

Nº 6 pieces available
Chairs, Model J67, made of teak with dole shaped legs.

Dimension: 48cm x 48cm x 78cm H
Designer: Eyvind A. Johansen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some sign of wear.

№ 3 pieces available
Art. 02_29_02_013

Dining chairs with frames made of solid teak, seats with natural cord.

Dimension: 46 x 46 x 75 h
Designer: Johannes Andersen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

№ 2 pieces available
Art. 02_106_02_015

Dining chairs

Boomerang chairs in lacquered back wood structure with animal skin seats

Dimension:

Designer: Erik Christensen

Producer: Slagelse Møbelfabrik

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good but seating to be restored

No. 5 pieces available
Art.02_00_02_017

Desk chair

Black Leatherette desk chair with stainless steel legs.
Dimension:

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good
N° 1 piece available
Art.02_00_02_018

Schou Andersen furniture maker. Dining chairs with frames of stained oak, upholstered in pale wool. Stackable

Dimension:

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Schou Andersen møbelfabrik

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good with traces of stains on the fabric.

Nº 6 pieces available
Art. 02_00_02_020

"country style" chairs in light wood

Dimension: 45 x 45 x 75
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some sign of wear.

N°4 pieces available
Art. 02_125_02_021

Grand Prix chair in teak
Dimension: 45 x 45 x 75
Designer: Arne Jacobsen
Producer: Fritz Hansen
Origin: Denmark 1957
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some sign of wear.

N°5 pieces available
Art. 02_00_02_022

Dining chairs in teak

Dimension: 45 x 45 x 75

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

Nº 7 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_50_03_002

Armchairs in teak, seat and back with upholstery covered in black leather.

Dimension:
Designer: Poul M. Volther
Producer: Unknown
Origin:
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 4 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_23_03_003

Armchairs with frame of solid teak, rosewood legs, covered with yellow leatherette completely restored.

Dimension:
Designer: Harbo Sølvsten & Palle Pedersen
Producer: Thomas Pedersen / Jensen JCA
Origin: Denmark 1955
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Completely restored.

No 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_03_004

Danish furniture producer. Armchair with frame in stained teak, seat and back upholstered in light wool.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Armchairs

Art 02_25_03_005

Ib Kofoed Larsen.

Shell chair with frame in stained beech, seat and back in molded walnut.

Designed in 1950,
Dimension:
Designer: Ib Kofoed Larsen
Producer: Cristiansen furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1950's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

No 1 piece available
Art. 02_105_03_006

**Lounge chair with frame of teak,**
upholstered backrest and seat in fabric.

Dimension:
Designer: Hans Olsen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Discrete to be re-upholstered and restored.

N° 2 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_00_03_007

Armchair in lacquered beech, completely restored
Produced by Fritz Hansen.

Dimension :

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Fritz Hansen

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Completely restored and refinished

Nº 1 piece available
Armchairs

Art. 02_00_03_008

Armchairs (5) with armrests and leg structure in teak with seat and back rest in grey Kvadrat fabric. Completely restored.

Dimension:

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very Good. Completely restored and re-upholstered.

No5 pieces available
Armchair made of Rosewood and upholstered with green wool

Dimension:
Designer: Erik Kirkegaard
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1953
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

№ 1 piece available
Armchairs

Art. 02_99_03_011

Armchair made of Rosewood and upholstered with off white wool

Dimension :
Designer : Erik Kirkegaard
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1953
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good to be re-upholstered

N° 1 piece available
Armchairs

Art. 02_05_03_012

Armchairs with frame of rosewood, upholstered with off white wool.

Dimension : 55cm, H. 75cm, T. 70cm
Designer : Arne Vodder
Producer : Sibast Furniture.
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Light, age-appropriate wear.

N° 2 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_14_03_013

“Diplomat” armchairs, mahogany, upholstered in orange wool.

Dimension :
Designer: Finn Yuhl
Producer: Cado
Origin: Denmark.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

No 2 pieces available
Armchairs

"Canada" armchairs in stained beech

Dimension:
Designer: Christian E. Hansen
Producer: Fritz Hansen
Origin: Denmark 1940's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 2 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_25_03_016

Armchairs with frames in beech.

Seat and back upholstered in Kvadrat fabric

Dimension:
Designer: Ib Kofod-Larsen
Producer: Christensen & Larsen
Origin: Denmark 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Completely restored and reupholstered with Kvadrat fabric in military green gabardine wool.

N° 4 pieces available
Armchairs with frames of Jacaranda, upholstered in white fabric

Dimension:
Designer Ole Wansher

Producer: Poul Jeppesen

Origin: Denmark 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

№ 5 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_26_04_005

Lounge chair in beech tree wood with red woven trim.

Dimension:
Designer: Jens Risom
Producer: Knoll International
Origin: Denmark 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_11_04_008

Lounge chairs with beechwood, loose cushions upholstered in red fabric from Kvadrat.

Dimension :
Designer : Erik Ole Jørgensen
Producer : Tarm Stole & Møbelfabrik
Origin: Denmark 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.
Some signs of wear on the armrest.

Nº 2 pieces available
Model GE-290, without armrests, structure made of teak, cushions re-upholstered in red Kvadrat fabric

Dimensions:

Designer: Hans J. Wegner

Producer: Getama

Origin: Denmark 1953

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

No. 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_22_04_011

Model GE-375, without armrests, structure made of teak, cushions re-upholstered in Violet Kvadrat fabric

Designer: Hans J. Wegner
Producer: Getama
Origin: Denmark 1953
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_04_04_015

“Scirocco”  
Safari chair with rosewood frames stretched with brown leather and padded leather cushion.

Dimension: 55cm, H. 75cm, T. 70cm  
Designer: Arne Norell  
Producer: Aneby Furniture.  
Origin: Sweden  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: age-appropriate wear and patina on leather.

N° 1 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_31_04_023

Vintage original ‘Butterfly’ chairs, solid metal base with original thick suede cover.
1- Black suede
1- Dark Brown suede

Dimension: H. 87 W. 88 cm D. 75 cm.
Designer: Jorge Ferrari-Hardoy
Producer: Knoll
Origin: America, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

No 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_19_04_024

Lounge chair, Model 118, made of teak with light green wool cushions.

Dimension: W 78cm x H 76cm x D 78cm.
Designer: Grete Jalk
Producer: France & Søn
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Completely re-upholstered cushions in light color fabric by Kvadrat

N° 1 piece available
Colonial style lounge chairs in teak with cushions in violet cotton.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Completely restored

N° 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_029

Colonial Lounge chairs in rosewood with cushions in gray wool.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark,
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

№ 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_34_04_030

Modus easy chairs
upholstered in brown leather with oak frames.

Dimension:
Designer: Kristian S. Vedel
Producer: Søren Willadsen
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

No. 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_04_04_032

Lounge chairs, Model INKA, of stained beech wood with leather cushions and straps in weathered brown leather. Including tabletop in teak for mounting between the chairs.

Dimension: Chair H80cm x W80cm x D77 cm, Tabletop 65×65 cm.
Designer: Arne Norell
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1965
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some signs of wear

No. 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_034

Teak lounge chair.
Cushions upholstered in pale wheat melange coloured wool.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Glostrup Furniture Factory
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

No 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_24_04_036

Lounge chairs.
Lounge chairs with swivel base upholstered in brown leather, five-star rosewood base.

Dimension:
Designer: Henry W. Klein
Producer: Brahmins
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_037

Lounge chairs
in beech wood, cushions of weathered brown leather.

Dimension : H. 91 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

N° 3 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_21_04_038

Lounge chairs
with frame of stained beech wood, upholstered in striped upholstery.

Dimension:
Designer: Hans Brockmann – Pedersen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: To be re-upholstered

N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_61_04_039

Pantonova, model.
Frame in black lacquered steel wire, removable cover, covered with orange wool.

Dimension : H 74 cm, W 57 cm, D 64 cm
Designer : Verner Panton
Producer : Fritz Hansen
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good some signs of wear.

Nº 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_34_04_040

Lounge Chairs.

Model Modus. Easy chair upholstered in black leather with oak frame.

Dimension:
Designer: Kristian S. Vedel
Producer: Søren Willadsen
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good some signs of wear.

Nº 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_03_04_043

**Lounge chairs in cherry wood** upholstered with green wool cushions.

Dimension :  
Designer : Andreas Hansen  
Producer : Unknown  
Origin: Unknown.  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Very good.

№ 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_044

Lounge chairs, base in black lacquered steel tube, seat and back with multi-colored woven fabric covering.

Dimension: 55cm, H. 75cm, T. 70cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Unknown
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Light, age-appropriate wear. To be restored

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_04_045

Lounge chair with frame of teak, upholstered in curry coloured upholstery.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_04_04_046

Lounge chair, Model Inca, of stained beech wood and cream and cognac colored leather.

Dimension: 80 w x 80 d x 77 h centimeters
Designer: Arne Norell
Producer: Aneby Furniture
Origin: Denmark 1965
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some signs of aging on leather

N° 1 piece available
Footstool.
Footstool in leather, legs in rosewood stained bent wood base.

Dimension : H: 36 cm. 58 x 51 cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Norway
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

N° 2 piece available
Lounge Chairs

**Art. 02_104_04_050**


**Dimension:**
**Designer:** Unknown
**Producer:** Unknown
**Origin:** Denmark 1960s
**Collection:** Scandinavian
**Condition:** Good to be re-upholstered

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_104_04_051

Kurt Olsen. High back armchair in teak upholstered in brown wool.

Designed in 1951. Produced by A. Andersen.
Dimension:
Designer: Kurt Olsen
Producer: A. Andersen
Origin: Denmark 1950s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good to be re-upholstered

N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chair

Lounge chair in teak with new grey Kvadrat fabric cushions

Dimension :

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good, completely re-upholstered

N° 1 piece available
Arne Wahl Iversen. Armchair with frame in stained beech seat and back cushion upholstered with jacquard fabric. Produced by Hans Hansen and son. Designed in 1955

Dimension:

Designer: Arne Wahl Iversen

Producer: Hans Hansen and son

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good to be re-upholstered

No. 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_22_04_055

Model GE-375, with extra large armrests and structure made of oak, cushions upholstered in brown leather.

Dimension:
Designer: Hans J. Wegner
Producer: Getama
Origin: Denmark 1953
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: To be re-upholstered

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_22_04_054

Model GE-290, with armrests and structure made of stained oak, cushions upholstered in light brown wool

Dimensions: 68cm x 70cm x 75cmh

Designer: Hans J. Wegner

Producer: Getama

Origin: Denmark 1953

Collection: Scandinavian
Lounge chair with teak frame, loose cushions upholstered in grey Kvadrat fabric.

Dimension: H 80 cm.

Designer: Poul M. Volther

Producer: FDB Furniture

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_97_04_062

**Lounge chair made of beech wood** with curved armrests, loose cushions upholstered in green wool.

Model FD142

Dimension:
Designer: Peter Hvidt and Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen
Producer: France & Daverkosen.
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good. Completely restored

№ 1 piece available

Dimension: H. 77 cm, W 62 cm.
Designer: Søren Georg Jensen
Producer: Barrels Møbelværk
Origin: Denmark, 1958
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good. Completely restored

No. 1 piece available
High back lounge chair made of teak.
Adjustable seat position. Upholstered in red-orange coloured Kvadrat fabric.

Dimension: H: 104, B: 67 cm
Designer: Alf Svensson
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Completely restored

Nº 1 piece available
Frank Reenskaug Model no.182  Rocking Chair of teak with new grey Kvadrat cushions.

Dimension : H: 104, B: 67 cm  
Designer : Frank Reenskaug  
Producer : Bramin  
Origin: Denmark, 1958  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Good. Completely restored.

Nº 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_44_04_068

Teak with brown leather cushions
Dimension:
Designer: Ole Wansher
Producer: France & Daverkosen
Origin: Denmark, 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_44_04_069

Lounge chairs, Model PJ 112.

Frame of mahogany, loose cushions upholstered off white striped wool.
Dimension: 70 x 80 x 84 h
Designer: Ole Wanscher
Producer: P. Jeppesen Furniture
Origin: Denmark 1951
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

Nº 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_070

A pair of armchairs with frame in stained beech, loose cushions upholstered with multi-colored wool. Produced by France & Daverkosen.

Dimensions:

Designer: Unknown

Producer: France & Daverkosen

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

N° 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_19_04_071

Lounge chair, Model 118, made of teak with wool boucle' cushions.

Dimension : W 78cm x H 76cm x D 78cm.
Designer : Grete Jalk
Producer : France & Søn
Origin: America, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good original cushions

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_04_072

Danish furniture producer’s Safari style chair in stained Beech and reddish leather

Dimension:

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art.02_22_04_080

H J Wegner’s lounge chair Model GE-375.

Lounge chairs with armrests made of oak with bars in the back.
Dimension: 54 x 64 x 78 h
Designer: Hans J. Wegner
Producer: Getama
Origin: Denmark 1969
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good
No. 1 piece available
Art.02_00_04_081

Lounge chairs with armrests in teak

Dimension: 65 x 64 x 78 h

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

Nº 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_04_082

Organic Lounge chairs with armrests in teak

Dimension: 65 x 64 x 78 h

Designer: Unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_083

Organic Lounge chairs with armrests in teak

Dimension : 65 x 64 x 78 h

Designer : Unknown

Producer : unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_44_04_084

Lounge chairs, Model PJ 112.

Frame of mahogany, loose cushions upholstered in orange Kvadrat fabric

Dimension: 70 x 80 x 84 h

Designer: Ole Wanscher

Producer: P. Jeppesen Furniture

Origin: Denmark 1951

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent, new cushions in orange Kvadrat fabric

N° 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_085

Lounge chair in timber and wool
Frame of timber, upholstered in wool fabric
Dimension : 70 x 70 x 75 h
Designer : unknown
Producer : unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_44_04_086

Rocking chair in teak and white fabric

Dimension : 61 x 71 x 76 h
Designer : Ole Wansher
Producer : France&Son
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_14_04_087

Pair of Model FD 133 “Spade” chairs

Dimension : 61 x 71 x 76 h

Designer : Finn Yuhl

Producer : France&Davercosen

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent

N° 2 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_132_04_088

Lounge chair in teak and black leather
Dimension: 61 x 71 x 70cmh
Designer: Fredrik Kayser
Producer: Vatme
Origin: Norway
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent
N° 1 piece available
Daybed.

Model 258, Daybed in oak and covered in striped off white wool.

Dimension : H 45 cm.
Designer : Hans J. Wegner
Producer : Getama
Origin: Denmark 1954
Collection: Scandinavian

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_05_003

Corner couch unit and fold-out bed in teak with cushions to be recovered in fabric (TBD)

Dimension: 145 x 135 cm with corner table circa 66 x 66 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Hjørnebriks
Origin: Denmark 1970's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good. cushion lining which need to be recovered.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_61_05_006

Pantonova sofa in metal upholstered in wool.

Dimension : L. 330 cm.
Designer : Werner Panton
Producer : Expedit, Copenhagen.
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good

Nº 1 piece available
Sofas

Art. 02_22_05_007

Model 258
Daybed in teak with rattan woven backboard.

Dimension:
Designer: Hans J. Wegner
Producer: Getama
Origin: Denmark 1954
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good

№ 1 piece available
**Sofas**

Art. 02_00_05_008

**Danish sofa-daybed** Danish sofa in wool boucle’ fabric with base and armrests in oak.

Sofa back with mechanism to convert sofa into a single bed

Dimension : L. 174 cm.

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown.

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

№ 1 piece available
Art. 02_130_05_009

Large Sofa in teak and green military fabric. Newly upholstered
Dimension : L. 264 cm.
Designer : Illum Wikkelso
Producer : Soren Willadsen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_05_010

Sofa in teak and gray fabric. Newly upholstered
Dimension :
Designer :
Producer:
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_42_06_002

Rosewood Rosewood dining table, top with Dutch leaves, tapered legs.

Dimension: H. 76 L. 130/236 W. 90 cm
Designer: Niels O. Møller
Producer: J.L Møller Møbelfabrik
Origin: Denmark 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some signs of wear

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_06_003

Teak table with Dutch leaves.

Dimension: Chair: H. 80cm Table: H. 75, B. 86, L. 137cm (measured without extraction)
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

Nº 1 piece
Dining Table in teak, with insert extension circa 50 cm. Table top with spliced inlaid detail and organic shaped four leg support.

Dimension: H 74 cm x Ø 112 cm. Maximum length with insert 162 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

Nº 1 piece available
Dining Tables

Art. 02_02_06_006

Round Table

Model 66 with four chairs made of molded laminated birch and black laminate. Tabletop and seats with black laminate.

Dimension: H. 72 Ø 100 cm
Designer: Alvar Aalto
Producer: Artek
Origin: Finland
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 set available 1 table + 4 chairs
Art. 02_00_06_008

Table of rosewood, top with sloping apron and pull, one additional leaf, about 49 cm. the one with the apron included.

Dimension : H. 72 cm Ø 122 cm / L. 220
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Gudme Furniture Manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1950-60’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Hans Olsen designed this dining set in 1953 for Frem Røjle Møblefabrik. It consists of 4 three legged chairs with a round table in mahogany.

**Dimension:** H. 72 Ø 106 cm

**Designer:** Hans Olsen

**Producer:** Frem Røjle Møblefabrik

**Origin:** Denmark 1953

**Collection:** Scandinavian

**Condition:** Good

N° 1 table and 4 chairs (set) available.
Art. 02_00_06_010

table in teak with two side extensions

Dimension : 130/240 x 84 x 73cmh

Designer : unknown

Producer : unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_77_06_011

table in teak with two side extensions

Dimension : 172/244 x 90 x 73cmh

Designer : Johannes Andersen

Producer : unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_77_06_012

Table in teak with two side extensions

Dimension: 160/260 x 90 x 73 cmh

Designer: Johannes Andersen

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

No. 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_001

Drawer stand with iron legs

Dimension: H52 x W100 x D37 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_22_07_002

Rounded edged rectangular coffee table with rattan woven underlying shelf made of teak

Dimension: H 50 x L 160 x D 50 cm
Designer: Hans J. Wegner
Producer: Andreas Tuck
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Coffee Table

Coffee table
Adjustable height lower coffee/dining table of rosewood, top with side extensions.

Dimension: W55/67 x L150 x A65/91 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: BC. Furniture Manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark, 1960
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Perfect

No. 1 piece available
Coffee Table

Art. 02_00_07_007

Coffee table made of rosewood rectangular panel granted shaped tapered legs.

Dimension : H. 50 L. 170 B. 50 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark , 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_008

Coffee table in solid teak
Table top with rounded edges and “X” leg support detail.

Dimension : H. 56 L. 130 W. 75 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark , 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_009

Rectangular coffee table in teak made of teak with hidden end drawer.

Dimension : H. 53.5 L. 150 W. 55 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_010

Set of nesting tables in teak.

Dimension : Medium H. 46cm 48.5 x 38cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark , 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear

Nº 1 set of 3 available
Losange shaped coffee table in teak with five dole shaped legs.

Dimension: H. 51 x L. 205 x D. 60 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_016

Coffee table in Brazilian rosewood.

Dimension: L. 160 cm. W. 65 cm. H. 51 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

№ 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_017

Coffee table of rosewood, with side laminate leaf

Dimension: H. 50 L. 160 B. 65 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_62_07_018

Rectangular coffee table made of teak.
V-shaped legs / frame; inserted plate with Micro tiles.

Dimension : H. 49 cm L. 153 cm B. 52 cm.
Designer : Illums Bolighus
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Perfect

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_47_07_020

Ax series.
High legged AX side table in teak veneer.

Dimension : H. 43cms L.109 B. 48 cm
Designer : Peter Hvidt & Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen
Producer : Fritz Hansen.
Origin: Denmark , 1940’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_77_07_024

Coffee table made of teak. Pullout extension on one side and one drawer on the other side.

Dimension: H 51 x W 63 x L 160 cm.
Designer: Johannes Andersen
Producer: Jason Ringsted
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear.

No. 1 piece available
Coffee table.
Solid wood, rectangular frame with rounded edges Top in smoked brown glass.

Dimension : H 46 cm x W 145 cm x D 71 cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark , 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear .

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_027

Coffee Table in rosewood, side plate in black laminate, other side with drawer.

Dimension: H. 54 L. 160 B. 58 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear.

N° 1 pieces available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_00_07_028

Coffee table teak, raised edge, the slat formed underlying shelf, tapered “Y” shaped legs.

Dimension : H. 50 L. 149 B. 52 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_029

Coffee table teak, with underlying shelf with wicker rattan and drawer.

Dimension: H. 53 W 54 L.150 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_031

Coffee table in teak, with underlying shelf

Dimension : H. 50 cm. L. 148 cm. D. 50 cm.

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good with some signs of wear

N° 1 piece available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_00_07_032

Coffee table in teak with organic shape undershelf.

Dimension: H. 54 cm, 140 x 52 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good with some signs of wear

No 1 piece available
Art. 02_76_07_033

Børge Mogensen. Coffee table in teak, with raised edges, Model 264

Dimension H. 46 cm. L. 182 cm. B. 56 cm.
Designer: Børge Mogensen
Producer: Fredericia Furniture
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with minimal signs of wear.

N°1 piece available
Johannes Andersen. Coffee table in teak, rectangular shape with beveled edges.

Dimension: 160cm x 70cm x 50cm h

Designer: Johannes Andersen

Producer: CFC Silkeborg

Origin: Denmark, 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very Good

No. 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_038

Danish furniture producer. Coffee table in teak, rectangular plate,
Dimension : H. 52 L. 150 W. 55 cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good

Nº 1 piece available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_79_07_039

Square coffee table in rosewood

Dimension : 74cm x 74cm x 50cm h
Designer : Severin Hansen
Producer : Haslev Møbelsnedker
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good
N° 1 piece available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_79_07_040

Severin Hansen, Haslev cabinet makers. Pair of lamp tables / side tables made of rosewood with slightly tapered legs.

Dimension: H 50 L 47 B 35 cm. (2)

Designer: Severin Hansen

Producer: Haslev Møbelsnedker

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good some signs of wear

N° 1 set of 2 available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_79_07_041

Severin Hansen, Haslev cabinet makers. Pair of lamp tables / side tables made of teak with slightly tapered legs.

Dimension : H 50 L 47 B 35 cm. (2)

Designer : Severin Hansen

Producer : Haslev Møbelsnedker

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good some signs of wear

N° 1 set of 2 available
Art. 02_00_07_042


Dimension: H. 52 L. 57 D. 39 cm. (3)

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very Good

N° 1 set of 3
Art. 02_00_07_043

Danish furniture producer. Nesting tables of teak with T-shaped legs

Dimension: H. 47 L. 55 B. 36 cm. (3)

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good
N° 1 set of 3
Art. 02_00_07_043

Danish furniture producer. Nesting tables of teak with X-shaped legs

Dimension: H. 47 L. 55 B. 36 cm. (3)

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good

Nº 1 set of 3
Art. 02_79_07_045

One set of three coffee tables made of rosewood.

Dimension: H 44-50 cm, L 49-110 cm, W 32 cm (3 pieces)

Designer: Severin Hansen

Producer: Haslev Møbelsnedkeri

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good.

N° 1 set of 3 tables available

Dimensions: H. 54 L. 150 W. 70 cm.

Designer: Johannes Andersen
Producer: CFC Silkeborg
Origin: Denmark 1960
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_00_07_048

Danish furniture producer. Nesting tables of teak with fork-shaped legs

Dimension: H. 52 B. 62 D. 39 cm. (3)

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very Good

N° 1 set of 3 available

BE MODERN
XX Century Design Collection
Johannes Andersen. Half-moon shaped coffee table rosewood, tapered legs, molded plate edge.

Dimensions: H. 50 cm. L. 160 cm. D. 78 cm.

Designer: Johannes Andersen

Producer: CFC Silkeborg

Origin: Denmark 1960

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good.

1 piece available
Danish furniture producer. Nesting tables in walnut with bean shaped design and capped legs in brass.

Dimension: H. 52 B. 62 D. 39 cm. (3)

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good

N° 1 set of 3 available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_29_07_053

Side tables

A pair of bedside tables in teak with organic design leg supports.

Dimension: H. 48 W. 43 D. 30 cm. (2)

Designer: Erling Thorvits

Producer: Heltborg Furniture

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent

N° 1 set of 2 pieces available
Coffee Table

Art. 02_35_07_054

Coffee table teak,
with underlying shelf with wicker rattan and drawer.

Dimension : H. 53 W 54 L. 150 cm.
Designer : Kurt Ostervig
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_055

Nesting tables in teak with dole shaped legs

Dimension:

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: discrete to be restored

N° 1 set of 3 pieces available
Art. 02_00_07_056

**Side table in teak with U-shaped leg supports.**

Dimensions:

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: discrete to be restored

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_057

Bean shaped smoker’s table with extracting ash tray in black bake light

Dimensions :
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: discrete to be restored

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_059

Coffee table in teak with brass detail

Dimensions:
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_44_07_060

Round coffee table in teak by Ole Wanscher
Dimensions: diam. 105cm
Designer: Ole Wanscher
Producer: A.J. Iversen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_061

Organic shape coffee table in rosewood
Dimensions: 195cm x 88cm x 53cmh
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_062

Organic shape coffee table in cherry wood
Dimensions: 140cm x 90cm x 54cmh
Designer: unknown
Producer: Haslev Furniture
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_063

Loose shape coffee table in teak
Dimensions: 61cm x 52cm x 47cmh
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_064

Rectangular rosewood bench
Dimensions: 200cm x 37cm x 34cmh
Designer: Tobjorn Afdahl
Producer: unknown
Origin: Bruksbo
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_08_003

Freestanding desk of teak

Dimension: H73 x L130 D x 69 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1950.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

No 1 piece available
Writing Desk

Art. 02_00_08_004

Desk with frame of teak front with six drawers, round tapered legs

Dimension : H. 72 L. 120 D. 60 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Writing Desk

Art. 02_00_08_005

Desk made of Teak
Desk made of Teak with 3 drawers, 1 lockable drawer and one deep file drawer and small bookshelf on frontside of desk.

Dimension: L136 x W 59 x H 69 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Writing Desk
Organic shape writing desk in teak

Dimension: 133cm x 64cm x 73cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good

N° 1 pieces available
Corner bar in rosewood with three drawers and mirrors applied in the inside cabinet

Dimension: H121 x 90 x D.54 cm  
Designer: Gunni Omann  
Producer: Omann Jun Mobelfabrik  
Origin: Denmark 1960's  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Very good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_002

Sideboard Cuban mahogany with central flip-down opening flanked by cabinet doors on either side. All of which are opened with a key.

Dimension :H. 81 L. 185 D. 50 cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some signs of wear and missing internal shelves.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_003

Sideboard in teak with legs and structure base in oak with drawers and internal shelves and a small flip-down desk. Complete with key for closed security.

Dimension: H120 x W154 x D 54cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_33_09_004

Sideboard with sliding doors and internal drawers.

Dimension: H 76 x W85 xD40 cm
Designer: Kai Kristiansen
Producer: Feldballes Furniture Factory
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_006

Sideboard in teak
with flip top writing desk and drawers and closed shelves.

Dimension :H106 x L198 x D. 46 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some signs of wear.

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_007

Sideboard in teak
with drawers and cabinet

Dimension :H198 x L108 x D. 46 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some signs of wear.

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_008

Sideboard made of teak and rosewood, front with three sliding doors, inside, the shelves and drawers, tapered legs.

Dimension : H. 123 B. 130 D. 39 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some scratches and wear.

N° 1 piece available
Storage

Art. 02_00_09_009

Sideboard in rosewood, front with four doors, inside with shelves.

Dimension :H. 122 W. 115 D. 34 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some signs of wear

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_011

Chest of drawers in rosewood, front with four drawers, cylindrical legs of brushed steel.

Dimension: H. 45 L. 90 B. 41 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

Nº 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_012

Sideboard teak / oak.
Lower section with four drawers and two sliding doors and enclosing shelves. Top tier with three sliding doors enclosing shelves.

Dimension :H. 167 L. 185 D. 50/35 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some scratches and wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_013

High sideboard rosewood

Model 13. Front with two drawers and four sliding doors enclosed shelves and pull-out trays.

Dimension :H.122 cm. L.180 cm D.46 cm
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Omann Junior
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Slight signs of wear.

Nº 1 piece available
Sideboard rosewood, front with 10 drawers and two sliding doors, set upon frame of black lacquered steel.

Dimension: H. 90 L. 229 B. 46 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, missing one side of veneer. Some with some signs of wear.

Nº 1 piece available
Teak sideboard, front with four drawers and two sliding doors which enclose shelves.

Dimension :H. 82 L. 154 D. 49 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Minimal signs of wear.
Note: To be restored

Nº 1 piece available
Teak low dressing table with two drawers and one small cabinet. Perfect use as a night table or hall entrance telephone stand.

Dimension: H 60 x L 80 x W 40 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_017

Rosewood dresser
with 4 pull out drawers and dole legged support.

Dimension :H 49 W 51.5.D34 cm.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960-70’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some signs of wear

N° 1 piece available
Teak hallway cabinet with key and hidden compartments.

Dimension: H72 x L57.5 x D.30cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some scratches and wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_019

Three drawer teak furniture with brass knobs and tapered legs.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear on legs and surfaces

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_021

Dresser.
Two chests of teakwood front with drawers, round tapered legs.

Dimension: H. 77 B. 79 D. 42 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Some signs of wear.

Nº 1 piece available
Danish Furniture Manufacturer. Rosewood night stand with upper shelf.

Dimension: H 57.5 cm, D 52 cm, W 36 cm.

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some signs of wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_024

Sideboard in teak and ash with painted doors and drawers

Dimension: 130cm x 48cm x 61cmh
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_026

**Sideboard in oak with sliding doors and Five drawers on dole shaped legs**

Dimension : 180cm x 41cm x 88cm h

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 1 pieces available
Sideboard in teak with 3 closed cabinets and 4 drawers

Dimension: 228cm x 42cm x 75cm h
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
 Nº 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_028

Entrance cabinet in teak with mirror

Dimension H. 56 cm. B. 70 cm. D. 42 cm.

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

Nº 1 cabine t+ 1 mirror
Make up furniture and stool made of teak, with mirror. Including two drawers, Ottoman upholstered in buttoned black leatherette.

Dimension: 106 H. D. B. 78 39 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

Nº 1 set: 1 Cabinet, 1 Ottoman
Sewing trolley on wheels with woven basket and drawers for sewing supplies

Dimension: H. 62 L. 74 B. 43 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

No. 1 piece available
Chest of drawers in teak front with four drawers with dole shaped legs.

Dimensions :
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: discrete.

Nº 1 piece available
Teak Sewing Cabinet with roll-down drawer with various compartments for sewing notions and supplies.

Dimensions:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: discrete to be restored

1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_034

Sideboard in rosewood with sliding doors and five drawers

Dimension: 202cm x 42cm x 78cm h
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_035

Sideboard in teak with sliding doors and five drawers

Dimension: 200cm x 40cm x 87cm

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
Nº 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_036

Sideboard in teak with sliding doors and five drawers

Dimension: 164cm x 45cm x 77cm h
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_038

Sewing trolley
Sewing trolley of rosewood basket with drawer, mounted on wheels.

Dimension: H. 52 x L 70 x W 45 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_039

**Portable trolley**
Portable trolley with deep drawer on wheels with grooved handle details.

Dimension: H52 x L70 x W38 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_040

Bookcase in rosewood

Dimension: H132 x L200 x B32 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_041

**Sideboard in teak, 2 doors and five drawers**

*Dimension*: H78 x L160 x W43 cm

*Designer*: Unknown

*Producer*: Unknown

*Origin*: Denmark 1950’s

*Collection*: Scandinavian

*Condition*: very good

*N° 1 piece available*
Art. 02_00_09_042

Sideboard in teak, 2 doors and five drawers

Dimension : H81 x L184 x W41 cm

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_043

Sideboard in teak, 2 doors and five drawers

Dimension: H52 x L70 x W38 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good with some sign of wear

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_044

Wall unit in rosewood,
5 doors

Dimension: H40 x L200 x W44 cm

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_045

Bed side cabinets
Dimension: H85 x L50 x W50 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good
N° 1 piece available

Storage
Art. 02_00_09_046

Vanity set in teak and matching stool

Dimension : H65 x L70x W50 cm

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_60_13_001

Oregon pine beds with bed support made of white ash wood. Fittings made of brass.

Dimension : H. 64 cm. L. 206 cm. B. 90 cm.
Designer : Vilhelm Wohlert
Producer : Inventa A / S. Objectives.
Origin: Sweden
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: some signs of wear
N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_13_005

Footstools in teak and plaid fabric

Dimensions:
Designer: unknown
Producer: Fritz Hansen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: some signs of wear

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_13_006

Footstool in teak and brown leatherette

Dimensions: 
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: some signs of wear

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_60_13_007

one rectangular mirror in teak with rounded edges

Dimensions:
Designer : unknown
Producer : Fritz Hansen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: some signs of wear

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_13_008

1 round mirror with cord and leather strap

Dimensions:
Designer: unknown
Producer:
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: some signs of wear

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_13_009

Teak and fabric magazine holders

Dimensions:
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: some signs of wear

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_00_13_010

Teak and black leatherette footstools

Dimensions:
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: some signs of wear

N° 3 pieces available
Art. 02_00_13_011

Serving trolley with 2 trays of teak

Dimensions: 65cm h

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

№ 1 piece available